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The Flint Water Crisis as a
Means of Self-Promotion
GRANT KIEFABER
STAFF WRITER

I

n 2014, the city of Flint, Michigan fame. She received an interview from
started using the Flint River as its Cosmopolitan magazine and was
main source of water. The pipes, featured in many other articles. What,
however, contaminated the water however, has Sioma done to help?
with lead. This caused a national
She has not visited Flint or helped
outcry. The governor declared a state to distribute water. It appears that she
of emergency and health officials simply used the city’s crisis to project
told residents to
herself onto a
Although residents now have
stop
drinking,
national platform.
bathing in, or in access to clean drinking water, it took Clearly the state
any way using more than three years for their water g o v e r n m e n t
the contaminated to become drinkable again. This is a mishandled
the
water.
Instead, clear failure of both the state and the crisis, but they
Water
Resource federal government. Moreover, many are currently in
Centers distributed politicians, celebrities, and social the process of
bottled water to the media activists used the crisis as a resolving it, while
residents until they
Sioma seems to
platform to gain publicity.
received individual
be using the issue
water filters. As of today, the pipes to promote her own self-interest.
are still not fixed. On the other hand, This is a symptom of a much larger
lead levels in the water are below the problem — speaking without acting
Environmental Protection Agency’s on behalf of what one is speaking for.
“action level” of 15 parts per billion Too many people take advantage of
and the pipes are in the process of horrible situations for their own goals.
being repaired. According to several
Elon Musk is guilty of the
studies, the water is now safe. same failing. Earlier this year, he
Although residents now have tweeted that he would pay to end
access to clean drinking water, it took the crisis. Again, the lead levels are
more than three years for their water safe according to several studies and
to become drinkable again. This is the pipes are in the process of being
a clear failure of both the state and repaired or replaced. Although Musk
the federal government. Moreover, is not in need of national fame, his
many politicians, celebrities, and tweet made headlines, and that
social media activists used the crisis undoubtedly pleased him. Since the
as a platform to gain publicity. Some tweet, he has taken no meaningful
seemed genuine in their desire to raise action. This is another example of
awareness about the issue, but others using a crisis to further personal goals
only paid Flint lip service, merely and gain more public recognition
criticizing the government’s response. without actually solving the problem.
Emily Sioma, Miss Michigan,
This kind of rhetoric needs
recently came out in criticism of to end. The people of Flint have
the state, saying that Michigan suffered immensely. It is time to stop
has the majority of the freshwater using their misery for self-fulfillment
in the United States but none and political gain. If action or more
for its residents. Her statement action needs to be taken, stop talking
immediately went viral, gaining her about what a terrible tragedy it is and
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Extreme
Speech and
the American
Civil Liberties
Union
ERIC FISCHER
STAFF WRITER

T

he alt-right and white nationalist
rallies of August 2017 in
Charlottesville, Virginia brought
about a period of reflection and selfexamination for much of the nation.
The citizens of Charlottesville were
faced with the ugly aftertaste of
brawls and a fatal vehicular attack.
Politicians were faced with the need
to address a president who seemed
unable to unequivocally condemn
white
nationalist
protesters.
Americans were confronted with
an ugly ideology, emboldened,
rearing its head in public. But one
of the biggest episodes of soulsearching, and one of the most

In today’s hyper-partisan
political environment, the
ACLU should hold its record of
representing clients spanning even
the furthest extremes of the political
spectrum as a badge of honor.
overlooked, happened within the
American Civil Liberties Union.
The ACLU has been committed
to “preserving the individual rights
and liberties guaranteed by the
Constitution” since its founding in
1920, and has enjoyed a renaissance
in fundraising and visibility under
the Trump administration. By
August of last year, it had successfully
fought the administration’s travel
continued on back
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the government or someone else over, representative. Do not merely speak.
go help to fix it. If you find an issue then get out and volunteer as well, or Action is what is needed to solve a
worth speaking about and criticizing run for office, or talk to your elected problem. Words are not enough.
FLINT WATER CRISIS cont.

EXTREME SPEECH AND ACLU cont.

white nationalist rally. It waffled and
searched for ways to avoid a repeat
bans in court and acquired an
of the criticism that followed the
elevated profile resulting from its
Charlottesville rally. In doing so,
challenges to other administration
the ACLU missed an opportunity
actions which put individuals’ rights
to reinforce the perception that it
at risk. Leveraging its position, the
protects principles, not necessarily
ACLU collected $83 million in
all the speech or actions which
online donations from Election Day
those principles allow Americans
of 2016 to the following August,
to engage in. The organization also
more than sixteen times its typical
announced that it would not take
online donations for such a period.
the cases of hate groups that protest
But after the Charlottesville rally, the
while bearing firearms. This sets the
organization took a hard look in the
stage for a new issue that must be
mirror because it had done what it
tackled: should the ACLU allow First
does best: defend individuals’ rights.
Amendment rights to be infringed
The right in question was for
because certain people are exercising
the Unite the Right rally organizers
their Second Amendment rights?
to choose their preferred venue,
How should it choose which of
over the preferences of the
[The ACLU] has argued that defending
these rights to defend? Will that
Charlottesville City Council.
freedom of speech for the political fringes of
decision be partisan, in the sense
The ACLU challenged the city
society most effectively defends freedom of
of favoring or disfavoring the
in court, successfully arguing
speech
for
us
all,
and
that
we
should
therefore
right or left, or certain causes?
that the relocation of the rally
applaud
its
commitment
to
principle,
even
The answers are not clear—but
represented a violation of the rally
as
the
views
expressed
by
some
of
the
people
it
the ACLU should not force
organizers’ First Amendment
goes
to
court
for
horrify
us.
itself to answer those questions.
rights to freedom of expression.
The way forward for the
In pursuing the challenge,
ACLU
should be clear. It has
that
we
should
therefore
applaud
its
it continued a long tradition of
protecting the rights even of those commitment to principle, even as the opportunity to write a new,
who hold some of the most despicable the views expressed by some of the distinguished chapter in its history
views. On this occasion, that storied people it goes to court for horrify us. as a nonpartisan defender of
The greatest temptation the rights even in especially difficult
tradition would be the flashpoint
of the ACLU’s soul-searching. ACLU faces now is taking cases based and unattractive circumstances.
The outcome of the rally is well- on ideological leanings. Cracks have It should emphasize that what
known. Its effect on the ACLU is appeared in its longstanding tradition people do with those rights can
still unclear. Critics laid some of which suggest this may be happening. be moral or immoral, and that the
the blame for the violence on the Following the Charlottesville rally, the completely consistent application
ACLU, donations slowed, people ACLU was faced with the possibility of the Bill of Rights is what best
issued threats on social media, board of having to protect the First protects the bedrock of the liberties
members resigned. Still, it must Amendment right to hold another the ACLU defends from erosion.
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clearly answer the question: how
will it defend distasteful, and even
abhorrent, views that are protected
under the First Amendment without
losing its mantle of champion of
individual liberties? The answer
is simple: by continuing to do
what it has done. In today’s hyperpartisan political environment, the
ACLU should hold its record of
representing clients spanning even
the furthest extremes of the political
spectrum as a badge of honor. It
has argued that defending freedom
of speech for the political fringes
of society most effectively defends
freedom of speech for us all, and
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